
 

Knowledge Organiser: History 

Nursery 

 

 

Overview: 

In the EYFS, we look at things that have happened in the past. This is delivered through quality 

interactions and resourcing, fiction and non-fiction books. Discussions based on key events, 

celebrations both in their own lives and in the wider world e.g. harvest, Black history month and 

Remembrance. The children in the EYFS begin to address the key historical concept of change both in 

their own lives and the lives of characters in books. Many of the personalised resources, such as 

photographs and books that are used, are provided within the environment as enhancements. These 

will be throughout a variety of areas of learning for the children to access independently within 

provision. We support progression of the History curriculum through the children's own interests.  

 

 

Knowledge: 

Has a sense of own immediate family and relations and pets (UTW R4) 
In pretend play, imitates everyday actions and events from own family and cultural background, e.g. making and 
drinking tea, going to the barbers, being a cat, dog or bird (UTW R4) 
Learns that they have similarities and differences that connect them to, and distinguish them from, others (UTW R4)  
Shows interest in the lives of people who are familiar to them (UTW R5) 
Enjoys joining in with family customs and routines (UTW R5) 
Remembers and talks about significant events in their own experience (UTW R5) 
Recognises and describes special times or events for family or friends (UTW R5) 
Shows interest in different occupations and ways of life indoors and outdoors (UTW R5)  

 

Skills: 

Remember and talk about significant events in their own experiences 
Know about similarities and differences between themselves and others 
Recognise the differences between past and present in their own lives 
Talk about events in their own experiences that are important to them 
Know and recount episodes from their own past 
Read different versions of the same (traditional) stories 
Children talk about past and present events in their own lives 
Can talk about some of the things that they have observed 
Understands how and why questions  
Begins to use more complex sentences to link thoughts 
Talks about why things happen and how things work 

 

Key Texts: Nursery                                                               

 

Key Vocabulary: Nursery 

Mother, father, brother, sister, grandma, granddad, 

cousin, friends, house, home, pets, cat, dog, guinea-

pig, fish,  hamster, past, photograph, now, old, new, 

find out, sad, happy, worried, angry, pleased, excited, 

surprised, see, taste, touch, hear, smell, same, 

different, change, people, long ago, birthday, birth, 

death, celebrations 

 

 

 

 

Key Questions: 

Can you tell me about your birthday? 

How have you changed since you were a baby? 

Who is in your family? 

What do you celebrate with your family? 

What do your adults do when they go to work? 

 

 

 

 
When I 

was 

A baby 

What I 

did 

last 

week 

What I 

did 

earlier 

today 

What I 

will do 

today 

What I 

will do 

when I 

grow 

up 

Families and Friends 

 

Celebrations 

 

People who help us 

 



 

Knowledge Organiser: History 

Reception 

 

 

Overview: 

In the EYFS, we look at things that have happened in the past. This is delivered through quality interactions and resourcing, fiction and non-

fiction books. Discussions based on key events, celebrations both in their own lives and in the wider world e.g. harvest, Black history month and 

Remembrance. The children in the EYFS begin to address the key historical concept of change both in their own lives and the lives of characters 

in books. Many of the personalised resources, such as photographs and books that are used, are provided within the environment as 

enhancements. These will be throughout a variety of areas of learning for the children to access independently within provision. We support 

progression of the History curriculum through the children's own interests.  

Families and friends, People Who Help Us & Celebrations  

Knowledge: 

Can retell a simple past event in correct order (e.g. went down slide, hurt finger) (M R5) 
Uses talk to explain what is happening and anticipate what might happen next (M R5) 
Enjoys joining in with family customs and routines (UTW R5 & R6) 

Uses talk to organise, sequence and clarify thinking, ideas, feelings and events (M R6) 

Remembers and talks about significant events in their own experience (UTW R5) 
Recognises and describes special times or events for family or friends (UTW R5) 
Talks about past and present events in their own life and in the lives of family members (UTW R6) 
Express their ideas and feelings about their experiences using full sentences, including use of past, present and future tenses and making use of 
conjunctions, with modelling and support from their teacher. (M ELG) 
Know some similarities and differences between things in the past and now, drawing on their experiences and what has been read in class. (UTW ELG) 
 
Skills: 

I can retell past events in the correct order 

I can talk about events that have happened in my life 

I can predict what might happen next 

I can identify similarities and differences in mine and someone else’s life 

I can express how I feel about events special to me 

I can compare my special events to somebody else’s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Questions: 

Do you remember when you were little? 

Who is in your family? 

Can you tell me a special time in your life? 

Do you know any buildings near school? 

What are your goals/dreams? 

Can you share your feelings? 

Who would you ask for help, someone in your family or a doctor, 

nurse? 

 

Key Vocabulary: Reception 

Long ago, before, event, routine, retell, family, pets, earth, 

community, environment, home, change, sequence, past, similarities, 

differences, experience, present, future, timeline, parents, siblings, 

memories, old, new, predict. 

 

 

 

Suggested Texts:  

   

    

What I already know: 

Remember and talk about significant events in their own experiences 
Recognise the differences between past and present in their own lives 
Talk about events in their own experiences that are important to them 
Know and recount episodes from their own past 
Read different versions of the same (traditional) stories 
Children talk about past and present events in their own lives 
Can talk about some of the things that they have observed 
Understands how and why questions  
Begins to use more complex sentences to link thoughts 
Talks about why things happen and how things work 

 

What comes next? 

Year 1 History Topics: 

- Space 

- Morris Green Past 

and Present 

- Tales of the Sea 

 

 

-The Past: 

Birth of grandparents 
-The Past: 

Birth of parents 

 

-The Past: 

When I was younger 

 

-The Present: 

What is happening in my life 

right now 

-The Future:  

Where I will be 

going this year 

-The Future: 

What I want to be 

when I grow up 



 

 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 1) 

Unit: Morris Green – Past and Present  (Autumn)

 

Historical Concepts 

 

What I already know:  

 

I know that history is talking about the past.  

I can talk about past and present events in my own 

life and in the lives of my family members. 

I know some similarities and differences between 

things in the past and present. 

Knowledge: 
 

• To know that the word past means before.  

• To know that the word present means now. 

• To know that pictures from the past look different to 

pictures from the present. (Past: black & White and 

oriented. Present: Colour and stored on devices) 

• To know that objects have changed over time. 

• To know that St Bede School had less children in the 

past. 

• To know that St Bede School looked different in the 

past. 

• To know that children at St Bede School did not 

wear a uniform in the past.  

• To know that people ate different food in the past 

and why they ate that food. 

• To know what toys were used in the past and how 

they different to toys from the present. 

• To discuss how life has changed from the past to 

the present. 

 
Skills: 
 

• Compare events / artefacts using the words older 

and newer. 

• Recognise the distinction between past and present 

in their own and others’ lives. 

• Uses historical vocabulary to describe the passing of 

time: 

• a long time ago / nowadays 

• now / then 

• new /old  

• Use artefacts, pictures and stories, to find out about 

the past. 

• Understand different ways we find out about the 

past. 

 

 

Key Texts: 

 

 

Key Vocabulary: 

Past   Old 

 

Different  New 

 

Present   Before 

 

Now   Same 

 

Cross Curricula r Links: 

Geography – Identify the key features and make 
observations about where things are in school and the 
local area. 
 
Name and locate some places within / around the U.K 
e.g. Home town,  
 
Identify land use around the school. 

 

 

 

 

Suggested End Points: 

Invite residents/past pupils in to watch a mini 

assembly showcasing what we have learned about 

Morris Green.  

Key Questions: 

• How do things look different from the past? 

• How was our school different in the past? 

• What food did people eat in the past? 

• Why did they eat that food? 

• How have toys changed? 

• What were toys like in the past? How are they different to toys now? 

• How might life have been the same? 

• What is new now?  

• Is Morris green better now than it was in the past? 

 

What comes next? 

Next Year 1 History topic: Space  

 

Cultural 
Change 



 

 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 1) 

Unit: Space (Spring) 

Historical Concepts: 

 

 

What I already know:  

 
Talk about the lives of people around them and their roles 

in society. 

Know some similarities and differences between things in 

the past and now, drawing on their experiences and what 

has been read in class. 

Understand the past through settings, characters and 

events encountered in books read in class and storytelling. 

Knowledge: 
 

• To ask questions about Space. 

• To know that animals were sent to Space to make sure it 

was safe for humans to go there. 

• To know when animals were sent to Space. 

• To know that Neil Armstrong was a famous astronaut.  

• To know that Neil Armstrong Is famous because he was 

the first man to land on the Moon.  

• To know that Neil Armstrong was sent on a mission to be 

the first human to walk on the Moon.. 

• To know that Neil Armstrong said “One small step for 

man; one giant leap for mankind” 

• To know that Neil Armstrong was born in 5th August 1930. 

• To know that Neil Armstrong died in 25th August 2012. 

• To know that Neil Armstrong started his mission to Space 

on 16 July 1969. 

• To know that Tim Peake is a famous astronaut.  

• To know that Tim Peake was born in 7th April 1972. 

• To know that Tim Peake was the first British astronaut to 

walk in Space.  

• To discuss similarities and differences between Neil 

Armstrong and Tim Peake. 

 

Skills: 
 

• Recount episodes of stories and memories about the past. 

• Uses historical vocabulary to describe the passing of time: 

• a long time ago / nowadays 

• now / then  

• Show an understanding of the use of dates. 

• Choose and use parts of stories and other sources to show 

an understanding of why people did things, why events 

happened and what happened as a result. 

• Recall some key facts from historical events studied. 

• Describe events from the past  

• Sequence 2 events / artefacts.  

• Observe or handle evidence to ask questions and find 

answers to questions about the past. Use Question Matrix 

 

Key Texts: 

 

Key Vocabulary: 

Difference  Astronaut 

 

Moon   Past 

 

Space   Significant 

 

Mission  Similarities  

 

Cross Curricular Links: 

Numeracy – Measurement - begin to record the time 
(hours, minutes, and seconds) Sequence events in 
chronological order using language [for example, 
before and after, next, first. Recognise and use 
language relating to dates, including days of the 
week, weeks, months and years. 

Science - Working Scientifically, Ask simple questions.   

 

 

 

 

Suggested End Points: 

Drama – acting out moon landings. 

 

Key Questions: 
 

What animals have been sent to space? 

Who was the first man on the moon? 

Can you name any famous astronauts? 

Who is Neil Armstrong and what did he do? 

What do you know about Neil Armstrong’s life? 

Who is Tim Peake and what did he do? 

What do you know about Tim Peake’s life? 

What are similarities and differences between Time Peak and Neil 

Armstrong?  

Was it fair to send animals on a mission to Space? 

What comes next? 

Next Year 1 topic: Tales of the Sea 

 

Cause and 
effect 



 

 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 1) 

Unit: Tales of the Sea (Summer) 

 

  

What I already know:  

 

Talks about past and present events in their own life 

and in the lives of family members. 

Knows about similarities and differences between 

themselves and others, and among families, 

communities, cultures and traditions. 
 

Knowledge: 

To know that Grace Darling was a lighthouse keepers 

daughter. 

To know that Grace Darling is a significant famous 

heroine that rescued survivors from a shipwreck.  

To know that the RNLI is a charity that saves lives at 

sea. 

To know that Grace Darling inspired others to be 

brave.  

To know that Arthur Rostron is remembered as the 

captain of the Carpathia that rescued survivors from 

the Titanic in 1912. 

To know that Arthur Rostron was born in Bolton.  

Skills: 

Recount episodes of stories and memories about the 

past.  

Uses historical vocabulary to describe the passing of 

time: 

• a long time ago / nowadays 

• now / then 

Show an understanding of the use of dates. 

Understand different ways we find out about the past. 

Use artefacts, pictures and stories, to find out about 

the past. 

Choose and use parts of stories and other sources to 

show an understanding of ; 

Similarities / differences between ways of life at 

different times. 

Why people did things, why events happened and 

what happened as a result. 

Different types of people, events, and beliefs within a 

society. 

Who was important e.g. in a simple historical 

account. 

Recall some key facts from historical events studied. 

Describe significant people from the past. 

Key Texts: 

 

 
 

 
Key Vocabulary: 

Tales    Compare  

 

Titanic   Differences         Captain           

 

Shipwreck  Heroine          Lighthouse 

 

Significant   Historical         Similarities 

 

Cross Curricular Links: 

Numeracy – Measurement - begin to record the time 
(hours, minutes, and seconds) Sequence events in 
chronological order using language [for example, 
before and after, next, first. Recognise and use 
language relating to dates, including days of the 
week, weeks, months and years. 

Science - Working Scientifically, Ask simple questions.   

 

 

 

 

Key Questions: 

Who is Grace Darling? 

What is Grace Darling famous for? 

What is the RNLI? 

How has Grace impacted on life today? 

Who is Arthur Rostron? 

How are Grace and Arthur similar? 
 

Historical Concepts:  

 

What comes next? 

Next Year 2 History topic: Kings & Queens. 

Suggested End Points: 

Titanic Day, children to take part in a day that will enable them to see 

what life was lie on titanic. Experiences to link to different and the 

experiences they had on the Titanic. Children to think about what it was 

like for the people of the past and compare to life now. 

Cause and 
effect 



 

 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 2) 

Unit/Topic: Kings and Queens (Autumn) 

 

What I already know. 

I know that history is talking about the past.  

I know some similarities and differences between things in 

the past and present. 

I can order some events from past to present. 

I can name some people from the past. 

 

 

Knowledge: 
To know that to be a good monarch you need to be caring, 
honest, brave, authoritative and a good ruler. 
To Name the important British monarchs – Queen Elizabeth I 
&II, Queen Victoria, Henry VIII. 
To know that Queen Elizabeth II reigned from 1952- present. 
I know that Queen Victoria reigned from 1837 – 1901. 
To Know when Queen Elizabeth II was born (1926), crowned 
(1953) and members of her family. (Prince Phillip, Prince Harry, 
Prince William, Prince Andrew, Princess Anne, Prince Edward) 
To compare compare the lives of Queen Elizabeth II & Queen 
Victoria. And how they were similar and different 
To know what an arrow loop, turret, tower, port cullis and 
drawbridge are. 
To know that castles were used as a form of protection from 
invasion. 

Skills: 
Sequence a few events e.g. photographs / artefacts or pieces of 

information on a timeline. 

Label timelines with a given scale. 

I can describe some features, events, people and themes from the 

past. 

Uses a wider range of historical vocabulary to describe the 

passing of time: 

• earlier, later 

• before / after 

• past / present 

Use dates where appropriate. 

Show an understanding of the concept of nation and a nation’s 

history. 

Show an understanding of concepts such as monarchy, 

parliament, democracy, and war and peace. 

Use artefacts, pictures, stories, online sources and databases to 

find out about the past. (Newspaper articles, Photographs) 

Observe or handle evidence to ask questions and find answers to 

questions about the past. 

Choose and use parts of stories and other sources to show an 

understanding of; 

Similarities / differences between ways of life at different times 

Who was important e.g. in a simple historical account. 

Describe historical events studied remembering key facts. 

Recognise / describe significant people from the past. 

 

Key Texts: 

 

Key Vocabulary: 

Royal 

Monarch 

Empire 

Era 

Reign 

 

Cross Curricular Links: 

Geography – Using world maps 

Name and locate some places within / around the U.K e.g. U.K 

cities. 

Maths – Compare and order numbers 

DT - select from and use a range of tools and equipment to 

perform practical tasks [for example, cutting, shaping, joining] 

PE - Copy and remember moves and positions. 

 

 

Suggested End Points: 

Presentation of what they know (video in groups) 

Key Questions: 

• Where does the Queen live? 

• How do you become a king or queen? 

• What is a monarchy? 

• Who was the best king or queen for the UK? 

• Who was the worst king or queen for the UK? 

Debateable Question: Who ruled the country best? 

 

Abdicated 

Throne 

Magna Carta 

Historical Concepts:  

 

What comes next? 

Next Year 2 topic: Great Fire of London 

 



 

 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 2) 

Unit/Topic: Great Fire of London  (Spring) 

 

What I already know:  
I know that history is talking about the past.  

I know some similarities and differences between things in 

the past and present. 

I can order some events from past to present. 

I can name some important people from the past. 

I can name some British Monarchs. 

I am beginning to understand chronology as the passing of 

time. 

 

Knowledge: 
To find London on a map of the UK. 

To say how buildings were made out of wattle and 

daub in the past and now they are made from brick 

and stone.  

To say how transport and jobs were different in 

London in the past. 

To sort images of London in 1666 and London in the 

present day. 

To know some similarities and differences between 

London in 1666 and London in the present day. 

To know how uniforms and equipment was different 

for firefighters in 1666 to now.  

To know that the fire spread due to high wind, 

wooden houses, and narrow streets. 

To understand the fire was put out by blowing up 

houses and water from the river Thames. 

To understand that we know about the Great Fire of 

London from different pieces of evidence 

(photos/paintings, diary entry from Samuel Pepys 

and news paper reports). 

To understand that an eye witness is someone who 

was there at the time of the event. 

 

Skills: 

Recall some key facts from historical events studied. 

Describe significant people from the past. 

Sequence a few events e.g. photographs / artefacts or 

pieces of information on a timeline. 

Label timelines with a given scale. 

Similarities / differences between ways of life at 

different times. 

Why people did things, why events happened and 

what happened as a result. 

Describe historical events studied remembering key 

facts. 

Recognise / describe significant people from the past. 

Key Texts: 

Key Vocabulary: 

evidence 

sources 

wattle 

daub  

escape 

Cross Curricular Links: 

Geography - Identify the key features of a location in order to 

say whether it is a city, town, village, coastal or rural area. 

Use world maps, infant atlases, large scale OS maps and globes 

to identify the United Kingdom. 

 

DT- Make products, refining the design as work progresses. 

 

Science- Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of 

everyday materials, including wood. 

Suggested End Points: 

Diary entry written as an eye witness (Samuel Pepys) 

Key Questions: 

• How did the Great Fire of London start? 

• How did they rebuild London after the fire? 

• How has the fire impacted on life today? 

• Who is Samuel Pepys and what did he do? 

Debateable Question: Should the king have blown 

up people’s houses? 

 

St Paul’s Cathedral 

monument 

bakery 

diary 

destroyed 

 

Historical Concepts:  

 

What comes next? 

Next year 2 topic: Inspirational people 

 



 

 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 2) 

Unit/Topic: Inspirational People (Summer)   

 

What I already know:  
I know that history is talking about the past.  

I know some similarities and differences between things in the 

past and present. 

I can order some events from past to present. 

I can name some important people from the past. 

I can name some British Monarchs. 

I am beginning to understand chronology as the passing of time. 

I am beginning to understand how some events affected life and 

caused significant changes.  

Knowledge: 
To know who Florence nightingale and Mary Seacole were. 

To know that Florence Nightingale was alive from 1820-1910 

To know Mary Seacole was alive from 1805-1881. 

To know that Florence and Mary were both nurses. 

To know that Florence and Mary both helped soldiers in the 

Crimean war from 1853-1856. 

To know Mary taught Florence lots of herbal healing remedies. 

To know that Florence was given the nickname ‘Lady with the 

lamp’.  

To know Mary was left homeless after the war and the soldiers 

raised funds to help her. 

To know Florence set up a nurse training school. 

Skills: 

Sequence a few events e.g. photographs / artefacts or pieces of 

information on a timeline. 

Label timelines with a given scale. 

I can describe some features, events, people and themes from 

the past. 

Uses a wider range of historical vocabulary to describe the 

passing of time: 

• earlier, later 

• before / after 

• past / present 

Use dates where appropriate. 

Show an understanding of the concept of nation and a 

nation’s history. 

Show an understanding of concepts such as monarchy, 

parliament, democracy, and war and peace. 

Use artefacts, pictures, stories, online sources and databases 

to find out about the past. (Newspaper articles, Photographs) 

Observe or handle evidence to ask questions and find answers 

to questions about the past. 

Choose and use parts of stories and other sources to show an 

understanding of; 

Similarities / differences between ways of life at different 

times.  

Who was important e.g. in a simple historical account. 

Describe historical events studied remembering key facts. 

Recognise / describe significant people from the past. 

Key Texts: 

Key Vocabulary: 

Nurse 

Soldier 

Red cross 

Turkey 

Scutari 

Cross Curricular Links: 

Geography- Use world maps, infant atlases, large scale 

OS maps and globes to identify the United Kingdom and its 

countries, as well as the countries, continents and oceans 

studied. 

Art- Show pattern and texture by adding dots and lines. 

Show different tones by using coloured pencils. 

DT- Demonstrate a range of joining techniques (such as gluing 

 

 

Suggested End Points: 

Doctors and Nurses day assembly for parents 

 

• Key Questions:  

• Who was Florence Nightingale and Mary Seacole? 

• Where did Florence Nightingale/Mary Seacole work? 

• Who did Florence Nightingale/Mary Seacole help? 

• What impact did Florence Nightingale/Mary Seacole have 

on the health service? 

• How did Florence nightingale/Mary Seacole help the 

soldiers? 

• Why do we learn about Florence nightingale/Mary 

Seacole? 

 

Injured 

Charity 

War 

Jamaica 

prejudice 

Historical Concepts:  

 

What comes next? 

Next Year 3 topic: Stone Age 

Progression: world wars (Y6) 



 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 3) 

Unit/Topic: Stone Age (Autumn)

 

 

What I already know:  

I know that history is talking about past. 

I know how to order some events from past. 

I know what a time line is. 

 

 

Knowledge: 
To know that prehistoric mean a time before written history. 

To know the Stone Age is divided into 3 main era: 

Palaeolithic, Neanderthal, and Mesolithic. 

To know the Palaeolithic era started around 3,000,000 BC 

and early humans used simple stone tools with sharp edges. 

They shaped the flint stones with a technique called 

knapping. Also discovered fire. 

To know that cave painting depict hunting and daily life. 

To know the Mesolithic era started around 10,000 BC. 

Humans were hunter-gatherers and constantly on the move in 

order to stay safe and warm. 

To know that hunter-gatherers used weapons like spear and 

bow and arrow to hunt for animals like mammoth, birds and 

fish. 

To know the Neolithic era was around 4500-2400 BC. 

Farming developed and villages were built.  

To know the village of Skara Brae is built in Orkney. The 

people are beginning to farm their own food and build homes 

instead of travelling from place to place. 

To know that people in the Stone Age began to domesticate 

dogs and horses. 

Skills: 
Understands that a timeline can be divided into BC /BCE and 

AD/CE 

Understand how some historical events occurred concurrently 

in different locations i.e. Ancient Egypt and Prehistoric Britain.   

•Use evidence to ask questions and find answers to questions 

about the past. 

•Uses historical vocabulary to describe the passing of time: 

•Time period – Prehistoric, Dark ages. 

Sequence events, artefacts and historical figures on a 

time line using dates. 

Key Texts: 

 

 

Key Vocabulary: 
Prehistoric 

Palaeolithic 

Neanderthal 

Mesolithic 

Spear / Flint knapping 

Mammoth 

Scara Brae 

Cave painting 

Hunter-gatherers 

Domesticate 

Fire 

 

 

 

Cross Curricular Links: 

Geography:  

Describe key aspects of: human geography, 

including: land use. 

 

Suggested End Points: 

Theme day: Stone Age day with a gallery for 

parent’s or other class to visit at the end of the 

day (create group video of hunter-gatherers life 

style, cave painting, build village, make tools)  

 

 

 

Key Questions: 

• What tools did people in Stone Age use? 

• What skills did they need to survive? 

• Why did they need to hunt? 

• Did they keep pets? 

• How did they stay warm?  

• Why did they make cave paintings? 

• DEBATE: Were there aspects of life that were 

‘better’ than current times?  

 

Historical Concepts:  

What comes next? 

Next history topic: Ancient Egypt 

 



 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 3) 

Unit/Topic: Ancient Egypt (Spring)

 

 

What I already know:  

 

I know that history is talking about the past. 

I know how people lived in Stone Age. 

I know how to order some events on a timeline. 

 

 

Knowledge: 

To know Ancient Egypt was a successful civilisation because 

they were able to adapt living near the River Nile. 

To know major cities were situated around the River Nile. 

To know River Nile provided Ancient Egypt with fertile land to 

grow food, mud to make bricks and transportation. 

To know the different parts of an Ancient Egyptian house. 

To know the pyramids in Ancient Egypt were built as a 

monument to house the tomb 

To know the different roles in the social pyramid (pharaoh like, 

vizier, crafts people, farmers, slaves) 

To know that mummification is a process of preparing the body 

for after life and the use of relating objects like canopic jar  

To know that Howard Carter discovered Tutankhamun’s tomb  

To know Ancient Egyptians wrote in hieroglyphics. 

To know Ancient Egyptians believed in many gods (i.e. Horus, 

Anubis) 

 

Skills: 
Sequence events, artefacts and historical figures on a time line 

using dates. 

Understand how some historical events occurred concurrently in 

different locations i.e. Ancient Egypt and Prehistoric Britain.   

Identify historically significant people and events in situations. 

Compare some of the times studied with those of other areas of 

interest around the world. 

Describe the social, ethnic, cultural or religious diversity of past 

society. 

Describe the characteristic features of the past, including ideas, 

beliefs, attitudes and experiences of men, women and children. 

Understand a timeline can be divided into BC / BCE and AD / 

CE. 

 

Key Texts: 

 

Key Vocabulary: 
Civilisation  

Pharaoh /Tutankhamun 

River Nile 

Horus / Anubis 

Pyramid 

Tomb 

Mummification 

Canopic jar 

Hieroglyphics 

 

Cross Curricular Links: 

Geography:  

using maps to locate Egypt, River Nile, cities, 

using key to find out about climate and 

temperature 

 

DT: design and create Egyptian death masks  

 

Suggested End Points: 

Diary entry from Howard Carter’s point of view 

Key Questions: 

• Where is Egypt? 

• Why is River Nile important? 

• How was life in Ancient Egypt? 

• Where did they live? 

• What was their religion like? 

• How did they mummify their pharaoh? 

• Who is Tutankhamun? 

• DEBATE: Slavery 

 

Historical Concepts:  

 

What comes next? 

Next history topic: Ancient Romans 

 



 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 3) 

Unit: Ancient Romans (Summer)

 

Historical concepts:  

 

INSERT TIMELINE 

What I already know:  

I know how to order events in the past on a 

timeline. 

I know what a civilisation is. 

I know the time line is divided to BC and AD. 

 

Knowledge: 

To know the Celts lived in Britain around the time of the 

Roman invasion. They lived in round houses and built hill 

forts to defend themselves from their enemies. They made 

detailed, twisted jewellery made of metal called torc. 

To know that Roman Army invaded Britain 3 times to get the 

natural resources and land. (Julius Caesar in BC55 and BC 

54 unsuccessful, Claudius in AD 43 successful) 

To know the Roman army was very well organised and well 

equipped with weapons and shields. 

To know that Celts were rebelling against the Roman Empire 

taking over (Boudicca). 

To know that Romans built Hadrian Wall to protect Britain 

from the Picts and other rebellious tribes. 

To know that Romans designed famous buildings that still 

remain today like Roman Bath or Amphitheatre. 

 

Skills: 
Sequence events artefacts and historical figures on a time line 

using dates. 

Understand the concept of change over time, representing this, 

along with evidence, on a time line. 

Recall facts about what happened in the past, important 

events, people and changes of the period of study. 

Describe / make links between main events, situations and 

changes within and across different periods/societies. 

Identify and give reasons for, results of, historical events, 

situations, changes. 

Describe changes that have happened in the locality of the 

school throughout history. 

Name some of the time periods in Britain from ancient until 

medieval times. 

Understands that a timeline can be divided into BC / BCE and 

AD / CE. 

Key Texts: 

Escape from Pompeii 

 

 

 

Key Vocabulary: 

Celts/Round house/Hill fort/Torc 
Roman army 
Empire / Emperor / Julius Caesar / Claudius 

Amphitheatre  

Mosaic 

Shield 

Boudicca 

Slave 

Hadrian wall 

Picts 

 

 

Cross Curricular Links: 

Art: mosaic 

Literacy: Historical recount 

 

 

 

 

Suggested End Points: 

All about Romans quiz 

 

 

 

Key Questions: 

Who lived in Britain before the Roman invasion? 

Where is the Roman Empire originated from? 

How did they travel to Britain? 

What were they wearing? 

How was their army organised? 

Who was Boudicca? 

Why did the Roman army leave Britain? 

DEBATE: Was the Roman invasion good for Britain? 

 

 

What comes next? 

Next history topic in Year 4: Ancient Greece 

 



 

 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 4) 

Unit/Topic: Ancient Greece (Autumn)

 

 

What I already know:  

I can sequence events on a timeline. 

I can recall events in the past. 

I can name historic periods that came before the Ancient 

Greeks. 

I understand that the Egyptians and the Stone Age period 

came before the Ancient Greeks.  

 

Knowledge: 

To know key events on a timeline for Ancient Greece 
To know when Greece was under the Roman Empire. 
To know when the ‘Classical period’ starts. 
To know that ‘Alexander the Great’ took control of Greece. 
To know when the first Olympic games were held. 
To know when male citizens of Greece were allowed to vote. 
To know what daily life was like in Ancient Greece.. 
To know how Ancient Greek life compares to modern life. 
To know what democracy is. 
To know the three different types of government. 
To compare the Ancient Greek government to modern British 
government. 
To know the Olympic Games were created in Greece. 
To know the games played in the Olympics. 
To know how the Olympics have changed over time and how 
they have stayed the same.  
To know when the Battle of Marathon occurred. 
To know why the battle happened. 

To know key facts on Ancient Greek Gods and Goddesses. 

 

Skills:  
Sequence events artefacts and historical figures on 
a time line using dates. 
Uses historical vocabulary to describe the passing 
of time: 
Time period –Ancient Greece, Classical antiquity, 
Anglo Saxon. 
Describe social, cultural, religious and ethnic 
diversity in Britain & the wider world 
Recall facts about what happened in the past, 
important events, people and changes of the 

period of study. 
Understand the concept of change over time, 
representing this, along with evidence, on a time 

line. Divides recent history into present, using 21st 

century, or specific centuries when talking about 
the past. 
 

Key Texts:  

Key Vocabulary: 

Past 
Ancient 
Christianity 
Invasion 
Culture 
Beliefs 
Empire 
Classical 
Olympic 
Democracy 
Government 
Gods and Goddesses 
 
 

 

Cross Curricular Links: 

Geography  Name and locate cities of the U.K and Europe (including 

Russia) and identify their main physical and human characteristics. 

Identify the Parthenon. 

PE. Greek Dance. Zorba the Greek. Plan, perform and repeat sequences. 

Create dances and movements that convey a definite idea. Change speed 

and levels within a performance. 

DT. To master techniques in construction: 

Choose suitable techniques to construct products and to repair items. 

Evaluate products and then strengthen materials using suitable 

techniques. Suggested End Points: 

Factfile on Ancient Greece 

Ancient Greece Day 

 

Key Questions: 

•Who was Julius Caesar? 

•What is Greek inventions are still around today? 

•Why was there resistance? 

•How come there is many remaining Greek inventions? 

Debate Democracy 

 

What comes next? 

Year 4 Anglo-Saxons and St Bede 

Historical Concepts:  

 

 



  

 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 4) 

Unit/Topic: Anglo-Saxons and St Bede (Spring)

 

 

What I already know:  

I can sequence events on a timeline. 

I can recall facts about what happened in the past, 

important events, people. 

I can name some of the time periods from history that 

came before Anglo Saxons. 

 

 

Knowledge: 

To know why the Roman army left Britain. 
To know the names of the groups that were 
attacking Britain after the Romans left. 
To know where the groups were from. 
To know why, where and when the Scots and 
Anglo-Saxons invaded Britain. 
To know how to label a map to show the Anglo-
Saxon kingdoms.  
To know and write about a character from 
history such as Vortigern or Hengest and Horsa. 
To know how to analyse and describe Anglo-
Saxon artefacts and explain what they can 
teach us about Anglo-Saxon culture. 
To know how to make an Anglo Saxon artefact. 
To know how sources of evidence can be 
analysed to help us understand more about 
Anglo-Saxon culture. 

Skills 
Use historical vocabulary to describe the passing 

of time: Dates• Chronology / chronological •

 Era • Change • Time period – 
Ancient Greece, Classical antiquity, Anglo Saxon 

Suggest suitable sources of evidence for 

historical enquiries. 

Use more than one source of evidence for 

historical enquiry in order to gain a more 

accurate understanding of history. 
Uses historical vocabulary to describe the 

passing of time: 

• Dates 

• Chronology / chronological  

• Era  

 

Key Texts: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Key Vocabulary: 

Roman 
Thatched wooden house 
Lyre 
Runes 
East Anglia 
Kent 
Coins 
 

Cross Curricular Links: 

Geography Link  

Children will build on their knowledge of the 4 countries of 

UK and the capitals. They will investigate the origin of 

counties.  

RE Link 

Children will use their knowledge of Christianity to explore 

how St Bede wrote Christian literature. 

 
Suggested End Points: 

Anglo-Saxon assembly 

Key Questions: 

• When and why did the Romans leave Britain? 

• Where are the Anglo-Saxon tribes from? 

• How did they get here? 

• How did they divide the country up? 

• What did they like to do in their spare time? 

• What religion did they follow?  

• Debate Who were the better rulers the Anglo Saxons or the 

Romans? 

 

Historical Concepts:  

 

What comes next? 

Year 4 Early Islam 

 

Bronze Helmet 
Bayeux Tapestry 
Scots  
Anglo Saxons 
Kingdom 
Artefacts 
 



  

 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 4) 

Unit/Topic: Early Islam (Summer)

 

   

What I already know:  

I can order events in the past.  

I can sequence events on a timeline. 

I know the difference between AD and BC. 

I know that there were different civilisations. 

I can recall facts about what happened in the past before 

early Islam 

I know some key dates and facts from periods of time 

before Early Islam.  

Knowledge: 

To know the difference between a non – European 

society to that of a British society. 

To know that the children will explore the early 

Islamic civilization and what this consisted of.  

To know significant figure heads from this time. 

To understand Caliph Al-Mansur builds Baghdad as 

the new capital of the Islamic empire.  

To understand the Siege of Baghdad where Mongols 

from Asia attacked Islamic lands. 

To know how Islam in the past compares to today. 

To know similarities and differences between British 

history and Islamic history.  

 

Skills: 
Uses historical vocabulary to describe the passing of 
time: Dates, Pre, Post.  
Pursue historically valid enquiries including some they 
have framed. 
Use a wide variety of sources of evidence to deduce 
information about the past. 
Select suitable sources of evidence, giving reasons for 
choices. 
Use sources of information to form testable 
hypotheses about the past. 
Seek out and analyse a wide range of evidence in 
order to justify claims about the past. 
Show an awareness of the concept of propaganda 
and how historians must understand the social 
context of evidence studied. 

Understand that no single source of evidence gives 
the full answer to questions about the past. 
Describe the main changes within and across 

historical periods (using terms such as: social, cultural 

and religious). 

 

Key Texts: 

Key Vocabulary: 

Civilisation 
Mosque 
Prophet 
Empire 
Caliph 
 

Cross Curricular Links: 

Geography Link  

Use world maps to find countries and continents.  

RE Link 

Creation of Islamic Religion 

 

Suggested End Points: 

Quiz about Early Islam facts.  

 

Key Questions: 

• How did the Islamic civilization begin? 

• What symbols relate to Islam? 

• How does the religion differ from Islam today? 

• How do they worship? 

• Are there any famous religious figures?  
 

Debate is religion important in society today? 

 

What comes next? 

Year 5 Vikings 

 

Historical Concepts:  

 

Rebab 
Society 
Civilization 
Islam 
 



 

 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 5)           

Unit/Topic: Vikings (Autumn)

 

  

What I already know:  

I can use my maths knowledge of chronology and order and sequence 

events artefacts and historical figures on a time line.  

I know that the time period of the Ancient Romans and Ancient Greece 

was before the Vikings.  

I have an understanding of the cultural, social, religious and ethnic 

diversity in Britain & the wider world.  

I can recall facts about what happened in the past, important events, 

people and changes of the period of study. 

 

 

 

Knowledge: 

To know that the Roman period ended in AD410 

To know that the Viking period started in AD459 

To know that the Vikings came from the 

Scandinavian lands and settled in Britain 

To know why the Vikings attacked the monasteries 

in Lindisfarne in 793 AD  

To know how King Alfred, the Great, becomes King 

of Wessex in 871 AD 

To know how to research and analyse a wide 

range of evidence in order to justify claims about 

the past and make comparisons.  

To know the law and punishment during the 

Viking and make comparisons with our current law 

system  

Skills: 

• Sequence local, national and international events, 

artefacts and historical figures and historical periods 

on a time line using dates. 

• Uses historical vocabulary to describe the passing of 

time: 

• Time period – Vikings, Medieval, Normans, Tudors. 

• Describe and make links between the social, ethnic, 

cultural or religious diversity of past society 

• Describe the characteristic features of the past, 

including ideas, beliefs, attitudes and experiences of 

men, women and children. 

 

Key Texts: 

                                        

Key Vocabulary: 

Invasion        Settlement        Battles        Norse  

 

Long boat       Long house      monasteries  

 

Culture        religion         

 

 

 

 

Cross Curricular Links: 

Geography – Maps - settlements, cities and towns they settled in 

UK.   

Science – materials – what materials they used to make the 

longhouse/longboats  

P.E. – Dance/ Hakka- make links with them being vicious during 

their attacks 

DT – making Viking coins using materials and understanding 

their properties  

Maths – dates and timeline  

 
Suggested End Points: 

Viking human museum 

Non chronological report   

 

Debate question: Do you think the law and punishment is 

fair during the Viking or is it fair now and why?  

Key Questions: 

• Who are the Vikings? 

• Why did the Vikings invade Britain? Did 

invasion happen before and after the Vikings?  

• How did they get here? 

• Why are the Vikings known to be vicious? 

• When and how did King Alfred become King?  

Historical Concepts:                   

 

Chronology

What comes next? 

Year 5 history topic – Normans  

Year 6 – Georgians, Victorian and World Wars  



 

 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 5) 

Unit/Topic: Normans (Spring)

 

 

What I already know:  

I can use my maths knowledge to calculate timelines. 

I can describe and make links between changes in 

social and cultural during Viking times.  

I can explain invasion  

I can understand why people would invade.    

  

 

Knowledge: 
To know order of events and I can explain 

events from the Norman timeline  

To know events associated with the Battle of 

Hastings and how it links with William duke of 

Normandy.  

To know what Motte and Bailey castles are. 

To know about the Feudal System set by 

William the conqueror and to be able to 

compare them to our current monarchy.  

To know in detail about Norman culture, the 

introduction of the Bayeux Tapestry and the 

Domesday Book and its influence. 
 

Skills: 
Begin to understand the concepts of continuity and 

change over time, representing them along with 

evidence on a timeline. 

Describe the main changes within and across 

historical periods (using terms such as: social, 

cultural and religious). 

Uses historical vocabulary to describe the passing of 

time: 

Describe and make links between the social, ethnic, 

cultural or religious diversity of past society 

Give a broad overview of life in Britain from 

medieval until the Normans. 

Uses historical vocabulary to describe the passing of 

time: 

• Dates 

• Chronology / chronological  

• Era  

• Change 

Key Texts: 

                            

Key Vocabulary: 

Invasion  

Conqueror  

Churches  

Motte and Bailey 

Castles  

Bayeux tapestry  

 

 

 

Cross Curricular Links: 

RE- religions  

DT – textiles for making Bayeux tapestry  

Geography – maps  

Suggested End Points: 

News round – explaining the how William became to king 

using knowledge and research to be able to compare the 

monarchs from the past and the current monarch  
Debate questions: Are kings and queens important? 

Key Questions: 

• When and why did the Anglo-Saxons leave Britain? 

• Where are the Normans from? 

• How did they get here? 

• What did they do for Britain? 

• What did they like to do in their spare time? 

• What happened in the battle of Hastings?  

 

Historical Concepts:      

    

 

What comes next? 

Year 5 History topic – Tudors  

Year 6 History topic– Georgians, Victorian and World 

Wars  

 

 



 

Knowledge Organiser: History 

Unit/Topic: Tudors

 

 

 

What I already know:  

I understand how battles shaped who ruled during 

the Norman times  

I can compare the law and order during the Normans 

and the current monarch  

I can explain events during a battle  

I can use a wide range of research to gather evidence  

Knowledge: 

To know about Henry VIII and the changing power of 
monarchs using case studies such as John, Anne and 
Victoria. 
To know about the changing religious world during the 

Tudor times including the shift from Catholic Britain to 

Protestant Britain and how this affected Social history. 

To know about the ever changing monarchy system and 

the rule they had over the country. 

To know how to compare and make links between events 

in the past and the Tudors time. 

To know about the significant turning point in British 

history, for example, the first railways or the Battle of 

Britain. 

 

Skills:   

 Demonstrates a secure depth of factual 

knowledge and understanding of aspects of the 

history of Britain and the wider world.  

 Identify continuity and change in the history of 

the locality of the school. 

 Give a detailed account of life in Britain from 

dark ages until the modern era 

 Describe and make links between events, 

situations and changes within and between 

different periods and societies 

 Describe and suggest some reasons for 

similarities and differences in society, culture 

and religion in Britain and the wider world. 

 Understand and explain/ analyse diverse 

experiences and ideas, beliefs, attitudes of men, 

women, children in past societies 

 

Key Texts: 

                            

Key Vocabulary: 

Social        

Monarchy        

Political         

Reign  

Protestant   

 

Cross Curricular Links: 

PE – dance – Tudor dance  

Art – drawing portraits using shading  

Computing – using reliable sources to research 

significance events  

Suggested End Points: 

Non chronological report  

Key Questions: 

 How many wives did Henry VIII have? 

 How did Henry have so much power? 

 What is the difference between Catholic and protestant 

religions? 

 How long did the Tudor period last? 

 What kind of food did the Tudors eat? 

 

Historical Concepts:   

 

What comes next? 

Year 6 – Georgians, Victorian and World Wars 



 

 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 6) 

Unit/Topic: Georgians/Industrial Revolution (Autumn)

 

    

What I already know:  

I know that The Tudors preceded The Georgians. 

I know the name of The Tudor Monarch – King Henry VIII. 

I know that The Bayeux Tapestry tells the story of the events surrounding 

the conquest of England by the Duke of Normandy.  

I know there were 4 Norman kings.  

I can explain crime and punishments from The Viking era.  

Knowledge: 
To know that the Georgian era began in 1714 and 

ended in 1830. 

To know that the Georgian era followed The Stuarts 

period and preceded The Victorian period. 

To know that the Georgian era was named so because 

it was mainly ruled by 4 kings – George I, George II, 

George III and George IV 

To know that the 4 Georgian kings were also called 

The Hanoverian kings as they were originally from 

Hanover in Germany.  

To know that the Industrial Revolution began in 1760. 

To know that the Industrial Revolution changed 

society from being reliant on agriculture to a society 

based more on machinery. 

To know that the Georgian fashion was an important 

part of showing wealth and power for the rich. 
 

 

Skills: 
Describe the main changes in a period of history. 

Identify periods of rapid change in history and 

contrast them with times of relatively little change. 

Understand the concepts of continuity and change 

over time, representing them, along with evidence, on 

a time line. 

Use dates and terms accurately in describing events. 

To communicate using historical terms and language 

Use appropriate historical vocabulary to communicate, 

including: Dates, Change / Continuity, Legacy, 

Concurrently Time period – Georgian, Victorian 

Describe and make links between events, situations 

and changes within and between different periods and 

societies 

Describe and suggest some reasons for similarities 

and differences in society and culture in Britain and 

the wider world. 

Key Texts: 

 

Key Vocabulary: 

Followed           Manufacturing          Middle class    

Preceded     Factory       Agricultural Revolution       Reform 

Industrial Revolution     Era     

Mass production          Empire             

Working class            Parliament 

 

Cross Curricular Links: 

Geography: using maps to locate areas in UK. 

PE- research, create and perform a Georgian Dance  

 

 

Suggested End Points: 

Learning By Questions quiz 

 

Key Questions: 

• Who were the Georgians? 

• What did they do for Great Britain? 

• How long was the Georgian period? 

• How did they live compared to other eras?  

• What is the Industrial Revolution? 

• What change did it bring to Britain? 

• Can you name some of key inventions of The Industrial 

Revolution?  

 

Historical Concepts:  

 

What comes next? 

KS3 History - ideas, political power, industry and 

empire: Britain, 1745-1901 



 

 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 6) 

Unit/Topic: The Victorians (Spring)

 

  

What I already know:  

I know that The Victorians followed on from The Georgians.  

I know that The Industrial Revolution began during The Georgian Era.  

I know that The Georgian era was named because 4 of the kings were 

named George.  

I know that The Industrial Revolution began the start of The British 

Empire.  

I can name Queens and Kings from British History   

 

Knowledge: 

To know that the Victorian era is named after its Monarch 
Queen Victoria, who ruled between 1837 – 1901. 
To know that the Victorian era followed the Georgian period 
and preceded The Edwardian period.  
 
To know that early Victorian England only the upper and 
middle class children went to school.  
To know that many Victorian children from poor 
families were unable to read or write.  
To know that many children from poor families were sent out 
to work to earn money.   
To know that Bolton was affected by The Industrial 
Revolution (cotton mills, factories, housing)  
To know that the Victorian era was a time of both great 
wealth and great poverty, as well as invention and scientific 
discovery. 
To know that inventors and their inventions: Thomas Edison 
invented the electric light bulb in 1879; Alexander Graham 
Bell invented the telephone in 1876; Wilhelm Conrad Rontgen 
invented the x-ray in 1895; Karl Benz invented the petrol 
motor car in 1885; Guglielmo Marconi invented the wireless 
radio in 1895; George Jennings invented the public flushing 
toilet in 1852. 
To know that cotton mills were a huge feature of the North 
West during The Industrial Revolution. 

 

Skills: 
Use appropriate historical vocabulary to communicate, 

including: Dates, Change / Continuity, Legacy, Concurrently 

Time period – Georgian, Victorian 

Describe and make links between events, situations and 

changes within and between different periods and societies 

Describe and suggest some reasons for similarities and 

differences in society and culture in Britain and the wider 

world. 

Understand how knowledge of the past is constructed from a 

range of sources. 

Construct informed responses by selecting and organising 

relevant historical information. 

Key Texts: 

  

 

 

Key Vocabulary: 

Followed       Technology       poverty      Settlement  

Preceded    Monarch     Workhouse       Parliament  

Class      Industrial Revolution    Punishment     

British Empire      Queen Victoria      Invention 

Exploitation         Reign      Climate     Artefacts  

 

Cross Curricular Links: 

Geography: Discuss why the North West was instrumental 

for industry during the Industrial Revolution.  

Art – research work on Lowry and produce a Lowry 

inspired piece of artwork.  

 

 

Suggested End Points: 

Powerpoint presentation of The Victorian Era 

 

 

Key Questions: 

When did the Victorian era begin? 

What was life like as a Victorian child? 

What was school like in Victorian times? 

Why was the North West important during The Industrial Revolution?  

Should we remember Victorian times as a Golden Age of tremendous change for the 

better, or a Dark Age of human suffering? 

 

Historical Concepts:  

 

What comes next? 

KS3 History - Ideas, political power, industry and 

empire: Britain, 1745-1901 



 

Knowledge Organiser: History (Year 6) 

Unit/Topic: World War II (Summer)

 

  

What I already know:  

I know World War 2 started after Queen Victoria died in 

1901 

I know why The Romans, Anglo Saxons, Normans and 

Vikings, invaded The British Isles. 

 

 

 

 

Knowledge: 

To know that a primary source is one that provides 

original information on an event, topic or era from that 

period of time. It can include artefacts, diary entry, 

photographs, interview, sound or video recording.  
To know that a secondary source is a second-hand 

account of history. It can include books, reviews and 

reports.  

To know that WW2 began on 1st September 1939 and 

ended on 2nd September 1945 

To know that Neville Chamberlain was the Prime 

Minister when WW2 began.  

To know that Winston Churchill took over as Prime 

Minister in 1940.  

To know that children were evacuated to rural areas 

during the War.  

To know how and why Jews were subject to Nazi 

prejudice and discrimination during the war. 
 

Skills: 

Describe the main changes in a period of history. 

Identify periods of rapid change in history and contrast 

them with times of relatively little change. 

Understand the concepts of continuity and change over 

time, representing them, along with evidence, on a time 

line. 

Use dates and terms accurately in describing events. 

To communicate using historical terms and language 

Use appropriate historical vocabulary to communicate, 

including: Dates, Change / Continuity, Legacy, 

Concurrently Time period – Georgian, Victorian 

Describe and make links between events, situations and 

changes within and between different periods and 

societies 

Describe and suggest some reasons for similarities and 

differences in society and culture in Britain and the 

wider world. 

Key Texts: 

    

Key Vocabulary: 

Allies    Ration    Continent    Axis    

Primary and secondary resources    Prime Minister   

Evacuation   Rationing   Invade   Propaganda    

Holocaust    Prejudice   Discrimination   Timeline  

Artefact  

Cross Curricular Links: 

DT – Construction: design and make Anderson shelters.  

Geography – using maps, atlases and globes 

including digital mapping to locate countries  

Art – Focus on wartime Artist Henry Moore  

 

 

Suggested End Points: 

Diary entry of an evacuee  

 
Key Questions: 

How did World War II start?  Who were Britain’s Allies?  

What was the role of women during the war?  

What was The Holocaust?   

What does evacuation mean?  

Why was rationing introduced?  

Historical Concepts:                                               

                                                 

What comes next? 

KS3 History - challenges for Britain, Europe and the 

wider world 1901 to the present day In addition to 

studying the Holocaust. 


